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In the Matter of: )
)

Carolina Power & Light Company and ) Docket No. 50-400 OL
NC Eastern Municipal Power Agency )

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant) )

COMMENTS ON IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW
OF FINAL LICENSING BOARD DECISION

Now come the Conservation Council of North Carolina (CCNC), Mr. Wells

Eddleman (pro se), and the Joint Intervenors with comments on the

Commission's 2.764(f) "immediate effectiveness" review of the Final

Licensing Board Decision in the above-captioned docket. CCNC and Mr.

Eddleman are Intervenors in this docket while the Joint Intervenors consist

of several of the Intervenor groups and individuals as proponents of certain

consolidated contentions. A thirty-day extension of time was requested on

j May 7, 1986, for the filing of these comments which was granted by the

| Commission.

f It is our understanding that comments for the Commission's "immediate

|
effectiveness" review are less formal than required in filings such as

appeal briefs as they are presented primarily to guide the Commission in

looking at specific problems which not only effect the safe operation of

this plant but also have more generic applications to the licensing process

as a whole. We of course do not wish to abandon any issues we have raised
i
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below and further urge the Commission to also review the appeals we have j

made on the various Partial Initial Decisions made by the Licensing Board as

well as the appeal of the Final Decision, dated June 9, 1986, to the Appeal

Board. LBP-85-5, 21 NRC 410 (1985); LBP-85-28, 22 NRC 232 (1985); LBP-85-
I

49, 22 NRC 899 (1985); Final Licensing Board Decision, NRC (April 28,
i

|

1986). !
,

|
We are convinced that the Harris Plant cannot be operated without

endangering the health or safety of the public or in compliance with

applicable NRC regulations as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a). A review of

the issues that the Intervenors have raised along with the supporting

material in the record shows clearly that after a full and fair hearing on

the merits of the Harris plant, it should not be licensed. The following

comments support this position:

I. Alternatives t:c) Harris.

10 C.F.R. 2.764(f)(1)(ii) seeks the identification of "close questions"

which are " serious" from an environmental or safety standpoint and subpart

(2)(11) allows the parties to file brief comments on such issues.

Obviously the most important environmental issues concerning a nuclear

plant operating license is whether there is an environmentally and|

| economically superior alternative to its operation. If the reactor operates

even at a small fraction of full power, the adverse environmental impacts

accumulate, such as the contamination of the plant and surrounding area and

the production of nuclear waste. Therefore, when such an economically and
'

environmentally superior alternative exists, the plant must not be allowed

to operate at all.

A viable alternative to the Harris nuclear plant exists, one that saves

more money and displaces more energy from coal-fired generation than Harris;

i

,
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could if operated. This alternative not only reduces peak demand by nearly

three times the Harris plant's design target output (2600 MW demand

reduction vs. 900 MW design target output of Harris), it displaces more

energy than the Harris plant is likely to produce. (The NRC staff estimates

that the Harris plant output will be 868 MW at 55% capacity factor for 4182

GWH per unit per year. Harris FES, NUREG-0972, p. 6-2. The alternative

saves 4338 GWH per year). With the considerable energy savings from the

alternative, the Harris plant is simply not needed to serve growth in peak

demand.

The alternative, when compared to displacing coal-fired generation by the

use of Harris, also would save considerably more money. (Indeed,

Applicants' estimates of saving may include some of the oil-fired power

being displaced also. See Harris Environmental Report, Section 8, Amendment

5, filed by Applicants' in 1982). The alternative saves over $6 billion (in

'82 dollars) compared with a saving of only $2 billion (in '82 dollars) from

displacing coal with the Harris plant. This does not consider the external

environmental impacts and costs that an operating nuclear power plant would

have.

This was shown prima facie in a section 2.758 petition and supporting

affidavits filed by Mr. Eddleman, on June 30, 1983. The Licensing Board's

errors in ruling against the petition are discussed on pages 24 - 33 in

Intervenors' Appeal from Partial Initial Decision on Environmental

Contentions, dated April 4, 1986, and do not need repeating here (although
i

we would urge the Commission to review those arguments closely).
i

| What does bear repeating, in light of the Appeal Board's questions at
t

oral argument, is that one need only compare the alternative t:ct Shearon

Harris for the purpose of displacing coal-fired generation. One need not

show that the alternative can eliminate all of the utility's coal-fired

|
|
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generation. Obviously, if the alternative to Harris can displace coal-fired

generation more economically and with less environmental impact than the

Harris plant can, it therefore displaces that amount of generation in an

economically and environmentally superior manner.'The alternative thus

meets the special circumstances referred to by the Commission in adopting

the "need for power" rule. At 47 F.R. 12940, the Commission stated:

...at the time of the operating license proceeding the plant
would be needed to either meet increased energy needs or replace
older less economical generating capacity...(and) this conclusion
is unlikely to change even if an alternative is shown to be
marginally environmentally superior in comparison to operation
of a nuclear facility because of the economic advantage which
operation of nuclear power plants has over available fossil
generating plants. An exception to the rule would be made if,
in a particular case, special circumstances are shown in accordance
with 10 C.F.R. 2.758 of the Commission's regulation.

Again, not only is a prima facie case made in the original petition and

supporting affidavits, that case is explained fully enough for favorable

review in the Appeal of April 9, 1985.

Strengthening this position is that the fact that, at hearing on such

alternatives, evidence has now been developed which shows that the costs of

alternatives are considerably less than shown in the 2.758 petition, giving

the alternative an even greater economic advantage over operation of the

Harris plant. (The attached article, "Negawatts: A Practical Remedy for

MegaGoofs," presented by Amory Lovins to the National Association of

Regulatory Utility Commissioners in November 1985, explains the costs of

alternatives in more detail.) Since consideration of the alternative would

allow the environmental impacts of operating the Harris nuclear plant to be

avoided, and save more money than its operation possibly could save (as its

savings only the displacement of fossil-fueled generation), this issue is
,

particularly apt for Commission review before any operating license, even a

low power one, is issued for Harris.

4
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II. Management capability.

At the first prehearing con'erence of the operating license

proceedings, all parties stipulated to the admission of Joint Contention 1

(Management Incapability). The contention read as follows:

The Applicants have not demonstrated the adequacy of their
managing, engineering, operating and maintenance personnel to
safely operate, maintain and manage the Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant as evidenced by their record of safety and performance
at their other nuclear power facilities. A pattern of management
inadequacies and unqualified and/or inadequate staff is likely
to be reproduced at Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant and result
in health and safety problems.

In brief, the contention questions the Applicants' ability to safely manage

another nuclear plant in light of the poor practices at its other plants,

most notably the Brunswick nuclear units.

Management capability was not a new issue as it had been raised

repeatedly over the course of the Construction Permit proceedings and

before State regulatory agencies. It was the subject of the so-called 1979

remand hearings on management focussing on issue raised by an NRC inspector

who had alleged that his concerns over the Applicants' mismanagement had not

been properly addressed at the earlier hearing. Carolina Power & Light Co.

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3, and 4), LBP-79-19,10

NRC 37 (1979). Upon appeal, the Staff were directed to make a full analysis
i

of the managerial changes undertaken by the Applicants in response to NRC

criticisms. ALAB-577, 11 NRC 18, 36 (1980); CLI-80-12, 'l NRC 514 (1980).

A sketchy assessment was made in mid-1981 which concluded that changes by

the Applicants "have improved management controls at the sites." Exhibit
|
i

JI-38; Joint Intervenors' Proposed Findings 5, 94 and 95, January 9,1985.

A two-week hearing was held September,1984, with the Joint Intervenors

placing considerable documentary evidence through cross-examination into the

record about the Applicants' record of mismanagement. A telling example

5
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centered around the numerous violations leading to a $600,000 fine which the

Applicants received on February 18, 1983, for "a breakdown in corporate and

facility management controls in the areas of corporate oversight, facility

ma.agement and operations, and problem identification and correction."

Transmittal letter to EA-82-106; Exhibit JI-18. This complete lack of

management controls which lead to the fine came af ter the earlier Staff

assessment and despite repeated promises to the Staff that the Applicants

would do better in the future. The conclusion was made by the Licensing

Board that the Applicants had not made any real progress up to that point.

Carolina Power & Light (Shearon Harris, Unit 1), LBP-85-28, 22 NRC 232, 245

(1985).

The Licensing Board relied heavily on the testimony of one member of
,

the NRC Staff in reaching its conclusion that although the Applicants had

had management problems in the past, it had made " dramatic" progress. This

Staff member, Mr. Bemis, had been given the unusual assignment by the Region

II Administrator in the fall of 1983 of overseeing the necessary changes the

Applicants needed to make in order to break out if their " fossil mentality"

to one needed by a well-managed nuclear utility. (This characterization was

part of Mr. Bemis's conclusion that there were real problems with the

management of Applicants' nuclear plants when he began his position). LBP-

85-28, 22 NRC 232, 241 ff. (1985).

The most important overall review of the Applicants' management is in
i

the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance--the SALP reports. The

four reports available at the time were entered into the record, with thei

first three underscoring the repeated failures of Applicants' management to

,

respond to and solve safety problems. The fourth, issued only days before
!
| the hearing, gave Applicants higher marks in most areas and concluded that
|
|

|

6|
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there had been considerable and positive change. Mr. Bemis was the editor

and principal author of the fourth SALP and thus had the duty of both

working with the Applicants to make management changes to become more

effective as well as writing the report card for the Applicants which

purported to document those " beneficial" changes. The Licensing Board

relied almost totally on Mr. Bemis's conclusions in making its own decision.

The Joint Intervenors raised the issue of Mr. Bemis's conflict of

interest at the hearing, in proposed findings of fact, and on appeal to the

Appeal Board (which has not ruled on the issue yet) of the apparent conflict

of interest of Mr. Bemis having as his primary responsibilities both

insuring that the Applicants were doing better and assessing their progress.

This has the taint of impropriety, the purported progress made by the

Applicants as evidenced in the fourth SALP report also put Mr. Bemis in a

good light ("he did what he was supposed to do.")

III. Lack of finality of Final Decision.

The Final Licensing Board Decision was not addressed all of the issues

raised by Intervenors. The Decision at page 185, footnote 50, states that

there is one unresolved matter dealing with incidents of harassment; a

Memorandum and Order, dated May 22, 1986, was issued on these matters.

Another matter, a late-filed contention alleging the falsification of dose

records, was filed on April 22, 1986, before the issuance of the Final

Decision, and has also not been acted upon to date. (These will be

addressed more fully in our Appeal From Final Licensing Board Decision.)

It has also just come to our attention through newspaper accounts and a

letter from Applicants' Counsel to the Appeal Board that one of the counties

within the EPZ, Chatham County, withdrew from the Emergency Response Plan on

March 27, 1986. (It is also possible that other counties will do so in the

7
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. future as they realistically assess the resources they will need to comply

with the Plan.) We intend to raise this as a new contention in the next

week as it has a significant effect on the entire Emergency Plan as changes

must be made and any new plan must be field tested. (See section VI.

infra).

Thirdly, many issues concerning Applicants' ability to safely manage

the plant (see part II. above), plant safety, (such as specific construction

defects and drug abuse during construction), and the entire emergency

planning area have been appealed to the Appeal Board. It is likely that

one, if not more, of these contentions will be remanded for further hearings

or that the Licensing Board will be reversed on appeal.

There are several regulatory and policy reasons why a Licensing Board

should not issue its Final Decision before hearing all matters which are

raised: the first is the obvious one that the Board was established to hear

all matters relevant to the safe operation of the nuclear plant and thus

should not remove itself before all is considered. The second is that the

Board cannot make its final determinations of 10 C.F.R. 50.57 that the plant

will be safely operated in compliance with NRC regulations until all matters

are resolved. Thirdly, thie Licensing Board, as opposed to a newly

constituted one, is most familiar with the record of the case.

IV. Major Meltdown.

The NRC Chairman has recently informed a Congressional committee that

there is a 12% chance of a major core-damage accident in an American reactor

within the operating life of the Harris. Commissiocer Asselstine, among

others, has testified that there is a much higher likelihood of an accident

beyond the design basis of the plant, at one of the United States reactors

in the foreseeable future. This threat needs to be considered at the Harris

8
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plant because of the potentially cubetantial health, environamnta!., and

economic impact such a release would have en the surroundicg papalation and

property (the issue was not addressed as it was oeen as a challenge to the

regulations).

Neither the Licensing Board not the Commission can fulfill the mandate

of the Atomic Energy Act to put health and safety first unless cuch i

accidents are then considered before o,perating licenses are granted. So

far, the only consideration has come after the accident at Three Mile

Island. It will be far too late, after the next accident, espec.ially one .of

the magnitude of Chernobyl, to consider it then.

Mr. Sherwood Smith, Chairman / President /CEO of Carolina Power & Light, '

is reported on June 8, 1986, by the NEWS & OBSERVER of Raleigh, NC, to not

believe the chance is present for any accident beyond design basis. If that

is the company's attitude (e.g. "it can't happen hete") then it will not

take any steps to guard against it. This is the exact attitude that Soviet ,

'

engineers and administrators said about Chernobyl before its accident in

SOVIET LIFE magazine, February 1986, as follows:

Nikolai Fomin, the plant's chief engineer, believes that
man and nature are completely safe. The huge reactor is
housed in a concrete silo, and it has environmental protection
systems. Even if the incredible should happen, the automatic '

control and safety systems would shut down the reactor in a
matter of seconds. The plant has emergency core cooling systems

; and many other technological safety designs and systems.

The NRC was criticized by the Rogovin Report on Three-Mile Island for taking

4

the same attitude. The NRC cannot expect greater diligence among its
.

licensees than it requires by rule or example.

; Intervenors are likely to prevail on this issue as the Harris plant and

its safety systems are not designed to cope with any major accident even

| though the chances are real.
.

?

|

|
'
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V. Ten-Mile Emergency Planning Zone

A recent Appeal Board decision, after discussing both the generic

problem with the ten-mile EPZ and the site-specific problems associated with

any one reactor, allowed Intervenors to supplement the record with further
I

evidence as to the necessity of adjusting the plume EPZ radius. LILCO

(Shoreham, Unit 1), ALAB-832, NRC (March 26, 1986). We would urge the

Commission to not only allow such additional evidence in that docket but to

increase the possibility for all plants of adjusting the planning area for

evacuation to reflect population and transportation conaiderations.

A ten-mile Emergency Planning Zone for evacuation is unrealistic in

ligbt of the Chernobyl accident in the Soviet Union. It makes no difference

of the exact mechanism of the accident and the resulting release, what is

important that a major release, any significant percentage of the

radioactive waste or fuel at the plant, can and will effect persons and

property far beyond any artificial ten-mile radius around the plant. Both

Chernobyl and NUREG CR-2230 show that serious " health effects," including

death and cancers, can result from the release of a significant amount of a

nuclear care's r'adioactive inventory.

Of special concern are localities, such as the densely populated areas

.
primarily to the north and west of the Harris EPZ, just beyond the ten-mile

limit. Intervenors had raised contentions belov both challenging the ten-;

|
| mile radiun and requesting that cities, such as Cary and Raleigh, become
i

part of the evacuation area because of their proximity to the plant and

evacuation corridors. The Licensing Board rejected Eddleman Contentions 57-

C (revised) and $7eC-2 as challenges to the rule in the Harris proceeding,

although these contentions could, and should, have been narrowed to the

|
| parts of them (e.g. tecluding the adjacent densely populated areas in

evacuation planning) that are admissible under ALAB-832.

i

I
'
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Intervenors are likely to prevail on this issue. Recently several of

the localities just outside the ten-mile radius which have demanded that

they become part of the Emergency Plan because of the potential impact of a

major release on their citizens. Everyone that can be adversely affected by
,

a release of radiation should be protected; careful planning for evacuation

now can save lives in the future.

V. Nighttime Notification in,EPZ.

The matter of notification of residents of the plume EPZ is ripe for

Commission review based on the considerations raised at the hearing on

Eddleman Contention 57-C-3. Although the errors in the Licensing Board's

Final Decision will be addressed in our Appeal we must emphasize here the

extreme difficulty the Applicants will face in notifying people living in

the EPZ.

In its study of the siren system around the Harris plant, FEMA

concluded that the sirens supplemented by informal alerting (a questionable

practice at best) would only be expected to arouse and alert only 90% of the

EPZ residents. The Licensing Board, after discussion among the parties,

required tone alert radios within the first five miles, concluding that this

would increase the total notified to 98%. Besides the obvious flaw that the

residents within the five to ten-mile radius are somehow different than

those within five miles, the record illustrates the need for several

complimentary methods of notification, especially at night and during the

winter.

The Licensing Board in its letters to the Commission of November 19,

1985, and May 16, 1986, also presented the serious generic difficulties in

using sirens to notify residents in the EPZ.

11
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VI. Emergency Plan Full Participation Test.

The Applicants have not conducted a full-participation test of the

Harris Emergenc3 Response Plan within a year of their anticipated receiving

of a full power operating license as requireu by 10 C.F.R. 50 Appendix E,

Section IV.F.A. This is true because the last full-participation exercise

was held last May et the Applicants' initiative (and then the completion
i

date was again postponed) and additionally, because Chatham County (one of

the counties in the EPZ) withdrew from the Plan on May 27, 1986. Any plan

now presented would necessarily be different from the tested plan. To date,

no state or other agency has taken over Chatham County's responsibilities,

and no new plan hes been prepared.

Applicants have requested an exemption from the 10 C.F.E. 50 Appendix

E, Section IV.F.1 requirement although the timing for their exercise was

their own choice. There is however no way they can cure the effect of

Chatham County's withdrawal. Whatever plan would be in effect in the event

of an emergency at the Harris plant has not had a full participation test.

Intervenors are likely to win on this issue because the facts are

solidly for us as it's been over a year since the May 1985 exercise and the

plan that uac tested then no longer covers the entire EPZ now. The other

counties are considering the possibility of withdrawing and it appears that

public acceptance of inadequate emergency plans is at an all-time low,

especially post-Chernobyl.

Conclusion.

We have made the above comments to assist the Commission in its

immediate effectiveness review of the Harris plant. There are many other

serious safety and design flaws we would urge the Commission to begin

investigating; some of these we have raised as contentions below, others

12
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were beyond our technical expertise. Many of the 400 plus contentions we

raised were not admitted and others were summarily dismissed without

hearing. We would urge you to review those issues we raised on appeal of

the Partial Init.isl Decisions on environmental, management, and safety

matters and the Final Decision on drug abuse and emergency planning.

Respectfully submitted,

b
John Runkle
Counsel for CCNC
307 Cranville Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

919/942-7935

\gELU FDPLEMAQ
Wells Eddleman
819,Yancey Street<

Durham, NC 27701
919/688-0076

This is the 9th day of June, 1986.

.

f
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NEG AWATTS: A PR ACTICAL REhlEDY FOR h1EG AGOOFS

ADDRESS TO ENERGY CONSERVATION PANEL, 977H ANNUAL CONVENTION

NAT!ONAL ASSOCIATION OF REGULATORY UTILITY COMMISSIONERS
NEW YORK,20 NOVEMBER 1985

r

- by

3Amory B. Losins , Director of Research
Rocky hfountain Institute 2

Drawer 248, Old Snowmass CO 81654
(303) 927-3851/-4178

The electric utility industry--the most capital intensive sector of the U.S. economy,
with about half a trillion dollars in net assets and an eighth of a trillion dollars in
annual revenues has begun its greatest transition in at least a half-century. Yet the
same economic analyses which have correctly predicted the main elements of that
transition for the past decade now suggest that changes far more profound have yet to
occur, because:

e it is now cheaper to save electricity than to make it, even in existing plants;
e "negawatts" (kW h saved and hence available for resale) can be procured more

quickly and surely than megawatts;
e proven hardware and implementation methods, on the most transparently ortho-

dox cost analysis. now permit such outcomes as writing off abandoned plants
while lowering the rates, turning rate spiralling utilities into competitive declin-
ing-cost enterprises, virtually climinating utility forecasting and planning risks,
abating acid rain at negative net cost, rejuvenating distressed local economics,
and paying off the National Debt by 2000.

3

The author, a consultant experimental phys!:ist educated at Harvard and Oxford, received an Oxford MA by Speci.1
Ruolution and five honorary doctoratu, has held a variety of visiting academic chairs; and shared with his wife and
co!!eague Hunter a 1982 Mitchell Prise and a 1983 Right Livelihood Aw ard (often called the *miternative Nobel Prise").
He has p ibhshed a desen books and over a hundred papers, chiefly on energy policy. Ne=9=nk called him *one of the

Western world's most influent.at energy thinkers * after his 1976 Pereirn Affairs article * Energy Strategy The Road
Not Taken?" first enunciated end.use/least-cost analysis and predicted the economic collapse of big-power-plant
building and its replacement by efficiency and dispersed sources. Mr. Lovins has been active in energy policy in is
countrin, briefed five heads of state, testified before Commissions in a dosen states and worked with Commissioners

38 ( utilities in nearly two dosen more, and consulted extensively for electric utilities, international organisations,
motional and state governments (including regulatory bodies), public. interest groups, utility customers and supplaers,
and other private sector clients.

2
Rocky Mountain Institute is a nonprofit educational and research foundation which fosters the efticient and sustain-

eble use of rest.urces. Its 18 staff explore the connections between energy. water, agriculture, security, and economic
development. P.MI's Er.arry Program helps to steer both utilities and their customers towards best buys To this end.
RMI provides to utihties and their regulators- and derives two-thirds of its income from the cons.s! ting urvices c,f a
consortium of a dosen leading analysts of utihty reform.
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These conclusions are neither fanciful nor quixotic. They are rather the economic real-
ities, the fundamentally new factual premises, that are already starting to reshape uti!-
ity management and regulation.

Savine Orrincite Hm ChenP
8

Since I had the honor of addressing NARuc's 1984 Convention and 1985 Winter Tech-
nical Meeting, the already rapid revolution in using electricity more efficiently has
accelerated. Rocky Mountain Institute however, has recently published several up to-s

date and fairly comprehensive 'clectricity-savers' handbooks" which extensively docu-
ment the supporting details. My remarks today only summarize highlights; but those
highlights rest firmly on empirical facts which, though new and perhaps unfamiliar,
should really be beyond rational dispute.

It is now extremely cheap to save electricity through new end use technologies which
give the customer exactly the same service as before, of ten with even better conveni-
ence and reliability. Most of these technologies are very new: most of the best ones
were not available a year ago, and the same was true a year ago. The best electricity-
saving hardware now available collectively costs only about a third as much, yet saves
twice as much, as it did five years ago. So rapid is this technical change that last
spring I had to update a commercial-lighting analysis four times in six weeks. I re-
cently found an airport extension where the lighting contractor, coming back to do
finishwork on luminaires he had installed two months earlier, instead tore them out
and replaced them with a newer model, because its capital plus operating costs under-
cut the old units' operating costs alone.

To illustrate what I mean by " extremely cheap," the best electricity-saving hardware
now in U.S. mass production typically permits, for example,

e saving >80% of commercial lighting energy on retrofit, via high-frequency tun-
able ballasts, tristimulus phosphor lamps, and specular reflectors, at a societal

5cost' of u0.5 g/kW h ;
e saving >90% of commercial lighting energy in new construction, by those mea-

sures plus daylighting and tasklighting, at negative net marginal cost ; 7
e saving 70% of typical commercial building ventilation energy at <ls/kW h ;

i
3*Saving Gigabucks With b'egamants", an abridged but unedited version was reprinted in Public Utilities Fertnie' t v,
21 March 198s, pp.19 26, and a co rected version is obtainable from Rocky Mountain Institute (Publication W8416,

14 pp., $s).

'That is, the total levelined cost of instalhng and maintaining the device. This equals the utility's cost (excluding a
small administrative coet) of giving the device away. In many cases, the utility's actual cost of inducing customers to

buy the device themselves would be much less.

A.B. Lovins, Least. Cost Electricity 5trateries for Wiseensin- Practical Ocoortunities to Save Over a Billion Dollars a

Int, Ex. Vol. 33, WPsC #0s EP-4, 9 feptember 1985 (RMI Publication #8s 23, So9 pp., $s0). Unless otherwise
specified, all costs in this paper are expressed in 1984 cents,levelised at s.3%/y real, per dehvered kW h.
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e saving 15 30% of typical process industry drivepower (nearer 50% for all indus-
trial drive) by 11 measures costing <le/kW hs;

e saving 80 84% of the normal San Diego residential demand for a fully equipped,
all electric house via passive thermal design and advanced lights and appliances';

e saving 85% of summer peak and 90% of annual loads by simple redesign of a sup-
10posedly utility optimized Las Vegas housc at rouchly :erc. marginal cost;

e enabling a building (like my homc/ indoor farm /research center at 7100' elesation
II

in the Rockies) to use no heat and 5-10% of normal electrie demand (our do-
mestic bill for lights and appliances is about 55 a month), repaying its net
marginal cost in 10 months. .

Similar examples could be cited in every sector 12. More are emerging constantly And
some are even cheaper than those just mentioned: the net marginal capital cost of cer-
tain common devices, such as goadrupled efficiency compact fluorescent / reflector
lamp assemblies or high torque drivebelts, is often negafive. As Irwin Stelzer remarks,
saving electricity at a negative net cost is not a free lunch; it is a lunch one is paid to
e a t.

Many of the costs just cited, and many more like them, are less than the costs of just
operating existing thermal power plants (even nuclear ones), not counting those plants'
sunk capital costs at all. In the territory of Commonwealth Edison Company, for ex-
ample, widespread retrofit could save 60b of 1984 sales (and a larger fraction of
peak) at an average societal cost <2.9(/kW-h, (At a similar cost, the saving would rise
to -75% on a timescale long enough to retire existing buildings and equipment.) The
lower part of the " supply curve" of these savings is so flat that Comed could save a

I3
parkable 44% of 1984 sales bv retrofits at an averare cost around OM / Air-h . InT3contrast, at costs nearly 2e/kW-h--in the case of some new plants. 3.5c kW-h - to run a

'A.B. Lovins, Least-Cest Eieetrical Se-vice, at an Alte* native to the Bir * A* Dam, Ex.1248, Maine Land Use Regula-
tion Commission WHP oo00s, 7 May 1985 (RMI Publication #85 4, Secess Ca'editen ef Eteetmen? Savier, in a

Pu'e-and-Parer Mit!. 84 pp. single spaced,8395).

- , proprietary 1985 client study; summary available as RMI Publication #8512,4 pp., $2.

10 ' , direct testimony filed 9 August 198s, Nevada Psc #84-724, at pp 21-26 (RMI Pubhcation #8s 14,147 pp.,

$40).

II 2Total demand is -0.13 W/ft or 0.s2 k W,,,2/3 of it for office equipment See Vi,;te-v' C9de RMI Pubhcation WH-
1,2nd edn (August 1985),16 pp., $s.

12See Lg., ref. s.

I The former figure (exprened as a " direct * cost c,f 2e/kW h without discounting future savings) is presented in A,B
Lovins, Least-Co,t Electrical Savinre as an Afternative to the Braidweed PrMett, BPI Ex.12. Ilhnois Commerce
Commission #82-08ss, filed 3 July 198s, plus an extensive hearing record (RMI Pubhcation #85 9,172 pp. single-

epaced, $s0). The Inster figure, based on an explicit " menu * of options, is presented in ICC #82 osss, Petition-
ers/Porbu Crom Exs 2 21, and is largely summarised in Petitioners' Brief at 25 28 and dancuand at 1371s2. Actual
program costs to Comed would generally be much lower than thue societal costs

I'This is the Middle South Energy Co.'s to July 1985 estimate for the first-year operstmg costs of Grand Gulf (1985-
86 8), corrected for grid loss but excluding all capital charges; it includes only fuel (a busbar cost of 1.14v), OLM
(2.o64), and decommissioning (0 02f). Property taxes would add another 0.464

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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nuclear plant, and about that much or more to operate a fossil fueled power plant. In
1984, for exampic, Comed's nuclear plants reportedly had an average delivered operat.
ing cost (fuel plus O&M) of 1.46f/kW h, and all its plants, of 3.4c/kW h.

Such low costs for efficiency imply that existing thermal power plants are in general
economically obsolete: once built. they co't more to run than not to run. Cheap
efficiency (and equally chcar load manspcment optiond will inctuaNy be boarkt. with
or without utilitics' h elp. the utilitics' choice is between participation and
obsulescence. If they participate, they can capture some of the cost savings for their
investors, and more accurately anticipate future loads. If they don't participate, they
will only see dwindling sales. Indeed, in all likelihood, efficiency and load
management now available to customers are such keen competitors that increased
electric prices will reduce long run utility revenues. Thus a utility which finishes and
ratebases a costly plant, in the expectation that its worries are over, may instead find
they are just starting: the tough part will be selling enough electricity, at the resulting
price, to pay for the plant. If demand turns out to be more sensitive to price than
expected, rates will have to increase more than expected, and it is entirely possib!c
that no amount of rate relief will truly bring relief. Rate cuts, not rate hikes, may
turn out to be the only way to increase long run revenues; and rate cuts require major
short term cost reductions, which end use efficiency can readily provide but new
plants in general cannot,

implementatimt

Even a few years ago, most utilities promoted electrical savings, if at all, only by in-
formation programs, such as " audits" which served mainly to make customers think of
privation, discomfort, lifestyle changes, and the IRS. Lately, however, many alert utili-
ties, big and small, investor-owned and public, have developed diverse, strikingly ef-
fectise ways to save electricity- to elicit "negawatts" and thereby provide desired en-
crgy services to their customers (comfort, light, shaftpower, etc.) at least cost.

Such implementation typically requires a variety of efforts tailored to specific con-
stituencies- efforts comprising information, financing, rate reform. psychological lead-
ership, and purging institutional barriers. All these elements are important to match
incentive with opportunity 35 The most creative and successful measures, however,

| have generally been financial arrangements whereby utilities buy negawatts on their
| customers' premises more cheaply than they could make equivalent megawatts them-
'

selves. Such mechanisms cut utilities' operating costs, and may also create a new profit
center in the financing department.

Over half of U.S. utility customers can now get utility lotns on favorable terms to
| weatherize their houses, or utility rebates for buying efficient appliances . Somets
'

utilities simply give away electricity saving devices, especially to low income
customers: Southern California Edison Company (SCE), for example, is giving away

l

"Thue measures are discussed braefly in Refs. s (esp pp 229-2s3) and 13a. and in a fuller and more popular form in
( EH. Lovine gLt!,, Enerry t'ebound Se'f Feiece and America's Future. Sierra Club Booke, San Francisco, February

1986 (m press). This novel traces the adventures of Euaice Bunnyhut, a Dubuque ho2sewife who becomu Secretary of
'

Er.ergy, discovers through fictional dialogue (with cartoons) what the energy problem as and what we can all do about
it, and endo up running DOE very unsibly, rather as she would run a PTA bake sale.

There is increasing evidence that the in, efficient models often get shipped to areas lacking such incentives

*
_ _ . _ _ _ _
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three ciuadrupled efficiency light bulbs to each of 100,000 low income households,
is cheaper than operating existing power plants. Most of these loan,because that

rebate, and " full financing" programs are residential the sector with the smallest,
<!-

costliest savings. (With today's programs, program costs ty pica!!y as erage about
40/kW h. though some important elements are essentially free. Using moder n
technologies would yield considerab!) low cr costsi Prestam performancc and

fairly well
predicthe accuracy depend sensitively on design f actors which are now
understood. Participation rates in well designed programs over the first year or two
are typically 70 90%, with 95 99% for full financing. Experience of cost and

l7: the lesson is to emulate and refine programsperformance is often very encouraging
that work well, rather than to bemoan and slavishly imitate those that do not, it is
also important to avoid the fallacious arguments often used to try to bias investment
away from efficiency and towards new power plants!'.

An even more important lesson is that the bulk of the relatively cheap electrical sau
ings are in the commercial and industrial (C&I) sectors, which hase had the least an-
alytic and programmatic effort. For example, 83% of SCE's 1983 efficiency program
savings were in these sectors, at an average program cost of only 0.12c/kW-h (levelized
1984 5). The corresponding 1984 figures were 86% and 0.19d/kW h. It is thus gratifying
that, for example, Central Maine Power Company's new incentises specifically target
commercial lighting and industrial motors of ten the two biggest, cheapest '' mines" of
negawatts. C&1 savings bring a triple whammy: they are cheap; C&l customers are
likelier than residential customers to pay most of the cost in response to modest
incentives, so the utility's cost is cheaper still; and the savings come in larger chunks

"A.B. Lovine, PuMie l'tMities Tertne'v, letter,8 August 198s, p 10. Expenence, toc, is often misinterpreted For
example, recent program evaluations by my friend Eric Erst are often wrongly construed to say that initial weather-
isation savings ' decay" over a fvw years Closer reading reveals that over time, the seathenrod homse become esen
more efficient, not less; their savings decime only relative to the houses of L- ;an.c.;a .ts, who emulate the panici-

pants' savings and thus narrow the initial efficiency gap.

Three major kinds are currently in vogue. One is to apply a * utility perspective * (where the objective is to minimise
present valued utility revenue requirements) to supply investments but a ' societal perspective * (suking to minimise
societal cost, often including externalities) to savings investments. Another is to penahme savmss programs for " free
riders" people who would have saved even without the program. Even if this effect could be measu.ed, it would be of

be achieved with nodubious validity; since markets eventually come to equilibrium, all savings will evems"y
prograrns at all, so on the * net savings" theory n!! program costs should be mfinite The reason utihties pay to induce
savings is of course to do so more quickly and surely than would occur spontaneour'y. Those saviigs which do occur
spontaneously de nere'he'er, ceeur- with less effort and risk than af they had had to be widuced. A third fal!acy, which
takes many forms rangmg from *no losers tests * to * revenue loss effects,* is the notion that a utility should pay for
efficiency no more than its avoided cost minus its average price (Under the !!hnois Commerce Commission Staff s
proposed methodology, a utihty whou marg nal cost was less than its overage pnce would buy no ernciency even if
efGeiency cost los than that utihty's oeerstin costs ) The rationale of such bian re entena is to avoid raismg
nonparticipants' rates But this (a) confuses rates with bills; (b) uriformly but unneceuarily inflates eve vene's rates
3,nd bills by not buying the cheapest available resource for the system, (:) forgets that higher rotu (or bills) fore

nonparticipants give them an incentive to ),gc;g participants, rather than penshting participants for others' choice to
remain improvident; (d) asymmetrically requires nonparticipants to pay their share of the margirial system costs a hich
their choicu incur only if those choices make demand grow, not if they make it shnnk, and (e) auumu that savings are
schieved faster than the sum of the depreciation rate plus the rate of growth in service demand--otharwise fixed costs

per kW-h sold de not ineresse and the whole argument becomes moot- yet virtunhy no utihties which make such
arguments project that savings will reduce their sales by the 4 s%+ per year required to incur revenue loss

,
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through the actions of fewer people, so the savings are generally faster and easier to
get than residential ones.

The programs traditionall> c':d to ennle and en:ourap: :ustomers to sas e cic:tricits
in all sectors were designG t" .cng:ncers to d inct specific types of hardw arc to.

! specific types of customers: weatherstripping. water heater w ra ps, improved
fluores:ent lamps. Such programs are often effective, and are a desirable element of
the electricity saver's armory because they can deal with specific types of market fail-
ures. However, absent such failures (such as split incentives between landlords and
tenants), these *first generation" programs are far more cumbersome and less powerful
than "second generation" programs which simply make a market in negawatts: so called
generic market incentires which reward customers for saving electricity, no matter how,
and the more the better.

For example, SCE and PG&E cach offer rebates of sescral hundred dollars per kW
saved. At least for C&I customers, programs like PG&E's excellent * Great Energy Ref
bate" do not confine this rebate to preidentified hardware, but offer it for any option
the customer devises, thus encouraging innovation. Some programs similarly pay for
saved kW h; the highest offered price appears to be BPA's experimental Hood River
County [ Oregon] offer of 51.15 per kW h to be saved in the first year from any
durable weatherization improsement which displaces electric resistance heating. (This
inflexible restriction is unfortunate, but the size of the offer is impressive. Yet it is
still less than about a 10 year present value of avoided cost.) The best such programs
reward customers for saving electricity, not for spending money; use an open ended
sliding scale, so that the more customers save, the more they're rewarded; and even
prepurchase the savings, so that customers can use the payment to buy the device
which produces the savings.

" Third generation" programs are now starting to re:cis e scricus con:ideration:
i

| e utility grants for moderni:ing ineffi:i:nt fa: tories: BPNs 20b grant for upgrad-
i ing alumina smelters simultaneously frees up inefficiently used kW-h at low cost

and helps secure the region's economic competitiveness and electric markets.
e transferable saving arrangements whereby, say, an industrialist wanting cheap

power can save it on a third party's premises and buy back the saved power from
the utility at an intermediate price.

15e marketable contracts to use less power or not to exceed a given demand .
e third party shared savings arrangements.
e spot and futures markets in sased electricity.

Two especially powerful techniques now nearing field trials merit special mention: a
sliding scale hookup fee which is positise or negative depending on the efficiency of
the building, and auctions to elicit a least cost mix of all ways to make or save elec.

.t ricity:

e The sliding scale hookup fee looks attractise in rapidly growing areas. Currently,
I

the builder of an inefficient house can of ten force the utility to spend more onI

new capacity to serve that house than it costs to build the house. Such home-

* Covenants to this effect wo.dd be ahn to the successfal!y used " curtail to-threshold" system, whereby major cus-
tomers receive a monthly payment for each kW by chich, tn a rare power emergency, they may be curtaded to ap
threshold which they themselves choose m advance

|
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building should have to pay a partialocapital-recovery hookup fee -say, tens of
thousands of dollars. Such fees, via a balancing account, could then provide re-
bases -negante hookop fees to' builders of highly efficient homes. For illustra-
tion, a 55,000 rebate will generally more than repay the extra cost of efficient
design; the contractor can then market the house with a guarantee to pay or cap
its utility bills for the first five years; the buyer can get a bigger (and often a

mortgage and. in on educated market, will generally recoser man)cheaper)
> cars' worth of energy sasir4s as estra cauity on resale; and the utility will sas e
10 :0 times the salue of the rebate. Es cryone wins.

e Auctions have already been used to select among competing weatherization and
cogeneration offers, and can be extended to promote competition between all op-
tions. The utility would simply offer to buy electricity which anyone would
make, save, or displace, by any method, at a series of increasing prices, until it
had all it ne:ded. The market clearing price representing the least cost mix of all
supply- and demand side options v/ould thus be reached from below, rather than
(as with Pt'RPA avoided Cost) from above. On most systems, the market would
probably clear at around 3 4c/kW h.

The Pronf of the Puddine. Some Emrirical Examples

Even without using such experimental implementation methods, well proven informa-
tion and rebate programs have already yielded astonishing results. In SCE's 50,000-
square mile. 9-million customer territory, for example, about 1.09 GW of long term
peak load was saved just in 1983 the equivalent of 8.6% of SCE's 1983 peak load. Of
that saving, about 45% came from utility programs whose average cost was 0.32e/kW-h
for efficiency and 531/kW for load management. The rest of the saving came from
State action (chiefly buildi,ng and appliance standards); yet SCE could have done the
same thirg itself, through a sliding scale hookup fee (costing ratepayers nothing) in
lieu of building codes, and through a seller rebate (costing, in PG&E's experience,
about 0.63/kW-h) in lieu of appliance standards. In 1984, SCE saved about as much as
it had in 1983, and at similar real cost. In fact, SCE, PG&E, and Texas Utilities
(another leader in rebates) all report that broadly speaking, their real unit program
costs for efficiency and load management have fal/cn in the past few years: better
technologies and smarter program design have outpaced the exhaustion of the rela-
tively cheap savings.

Are comparable trends observable over larger areas? Indeed they are. In California as
a whole, for example, electricity sold per real dollar of Gross State Product fell by
17% during 1975-83 and is projected by the state Energy Commission to fall by an-
other 30% in 1985 2004 a 42% total reduction--with additional cost effective savings'

officially stated to be available if desired. The Energy Commission projects that elec-
trical sales through 1996 will grow only 53% as fast as Gross State Product, compared
with the U.S. 1982 84 average of 87% and with some national projections (e.g., by
Messrs. Siegel and Sillin) of 100% or more. (New England has already beaten the Cali-

|
fornia forecast: during 1976 82, electric sales grew only 48% as fast as Gross Regional
Product.) And the California lOUs' costs of a/I their cicetricity saving programs to'

date has averaged <l.04/kW h, with all 1983 load management programs coming in at
$120/kW . Yet actions taken in 1983 alone saved 1994 peak load equivalent to 5% of

| the state #s entire 1983 peak.
i

Efficiency and load management, too, are _ ot the only fmmidahospetitors, withn
f power plants. California, for example, had a 1984 peak load of about 37 '.'WJf which
|

27 GW required thermal plants (since the otilities already own and operate instate 10'

i
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GW of hydroelectric and geothermal capacity). Yet 12 GW of savings by 1994 haie cl.
,

ready becir procured -16 GW by 2004 and another 7 GW by 1994 is currently being ac-I

quired, with still more officially stated to be cost effectively available if desired.
hforeover, by the end of htarch 1985, an astonishing 20.3 Gil' of independent genera-
tion, mostl3 renewatsle, was on firm offer. 57% of it already online or under contract
and being t uilt. Dertng 195'-55. too. those offers ucic mercamir Ay o Git'--a cuarice et

| Cchfornia 3 c:al reci Jc"::".. -rc' 3 ca'. B) 17 April 19S$. w hen the grow ir.g gic
l forced the California PUC to suspend most new small pow cr contracting,13.1 GW was

already under contract and a further 8+ GW in negotiation. If the boom had been al-
lowed to continue for the rest of 1985, these dispersed sources, averaging only 12 h1W

toeach and with lead times ranging from months to a few years, could have displaced
every thermal plant now serving California 21. Together, demand side measures and di-
verse, decentralized generating sources have transformed California's electrical
prospects from scarcity to seemingly endless glut in only about two years. Yet at least,

| 24 other states and Provinces, undeterred, all still plan to sell California their surplus
power, all at the same time.'

Nor is California the only example of such behavior. Even New Hampshire, despite
the specter of possible PSNH bankruptcy, has small power commitments equal to a
seventh of its peak load. From East Texas to blaine, cogeneration (which just in 1984

' went from about 5% to about 7% of total U.S. electric output) and other independent
power production are suddenly saturating the market at prices competitive with about

22everything except savings . htore new generating capacity has been ordered in the U.S.
since 1979 from small hydro plants and windpower than from coal or nuclear plants or
both, not even counting their cancellations. During 1981 84, new orders and firm let-
ters of intent, minus cancellations, totalled minus 65 GW for central stations, but plus
25 GW for cogeneration and rIns at least 20 GW for small hydro, wind, etc. (Perhaps a
fifth of the cogeneration was also renewable.) Thus new small power projects mac'c up
for more than two thirds of the losses in central station net orders- and elect ical
savings far more than made up for the rest.

hiany trends in the efficiency of using electricity in the L'nited States underscore the
durability and presage the expansion of these remarkable results In 1984 in the midst
of the fastest economic growth since the 1950s, the electric content of GNP hit a ten-
year low. Since 1980, electric sales per unit of U.S. industrial production have fallen
by nearly 2%/y; sales per residential customer have also fallen; and sales per commer-
cial customer have been about flat. The cicctricity/GNP ratio is continuing its steady
decline, and there is now strong evidence that this decline accelerates with faster eco-
nomic growth and with freer competition in the energy service marketplace. Yet virtu-

For example, Zond acquired a windfarm site in August 1965 and is on schedule to have two hundred 100 kW ma-
chines, or 20 MW , online in December 198s. Efficiency can be even faster (Ref s, pp. 2s2 3) the City of Austin, for

,
example, wants to retrofit nearly every commerciallight in town in about a year.

ItSome of the offers were made by poor managers in over their heads, but most offers represented technically and

gconomically sound resources. A secondary market is rapidly emerging to buy out such mismanaged but basically sound
projects, complete them, and deliver their power as contracted. Absent regulatory interference, most of the potential
20+ G"' will come online similarly, managers of successful windfarms, with availabilities of 9s-99%, are buying out or

contractually retrofitting many of the poorly performing early machines, thus using good wind resources to advantage

22 The best 198s wind machines can even compete without tax subsidies- which is more than can be said for any ther-

mai p ant.

.
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ally all the electrical savings so far have been schieved by such ' crude measures as |

caulk guns and duct tape not by the very powerful and sophisticated technologies that
have just entered the market. Further, for reasons described elsewhere28, most national
energy savings so far have been in heat and vehicular liquid fuels, not in electricity.
Since 1979. the U.S. has gotten more than a hundred times as much new encrp> from
savings as from all net expansions of energy surr!> coml-ined, and of those csran-
sions, more new energy from sun, wind water, and w ood -collectis ely now 10w of
total U.S. primary energy supply than from oil, gas, coal, and uranium. But the elec-
tiical component of those savings and alternative supplies lags the nonelectrical
component, leaving more displacement still to come.

Basic structural changes in the U.S. economy can only accentuate these trends. A typi-
cal service worker, for example, uses only a quarter as much electricity as an average
manufacturing worker. General manufacturing in turn is fise times less electricity-
intensive thar. the production of basic materials. Yet not only are those production
processes becoming more efficient and shifting offshore; demand for them, too, is
saturating. Per-capita U.S. consumption of both tr;.ditional basic materials (steel,
cement, paper) and modern ones (aluminum, ethylene, ammonia, chlorine) stabilized in
the 1970s and in most cases actually started falling: steel production per dollar of real
CNP peaked in the 1920s and is now below its 1880 level. To be sure, there are and will
be some new, electrically based industrial processes; but their extra use will be a small
fraction of savings achieved both in industry and elsewhere. The unspecified new-
uses yet to be discovered so prominent in many high demand forecasts (according to
the so called *Orgasmatron Theory of Demand") have not materialized.

In short, no empirical basis whatever has err'erged for the essentially theological argu-
ments which such analysts as Messrs. Siegel and Sillin present for rapid growth in elec-
tric demand 24 To the contrary, there are many persuasive reasons to believe25 that
cicctricity and economic activity will continue to decouple, just as they have gradually
been doing for the past three decades. This would occur even faster under truthful
prices for example, in the absence of electric utilities' 530 billion in FY1984 Federal
subsidies. Per unit of energy, electricity in 1984 got 11 times as much subsidy as direct
fuels did, and at least 48 times as much as efficient end use 6. If nucicar pow er did

"Ref. s, pp. 27 42, or Ref.13a, pp.14-27.

Another kind of argument often adduced is that real prices will rise more slowly -or, in a more modern venion, will
fall faster--for electricity than for gas In the long run, however, crcss elasticitiu are unimportant if, as the costs cited
above indicate, ernciency outcompetes both electncity p-|,2 gas.

2s
Su Ref 23 for a detailed discussion In brief, even a perfect correlation wo.ild not be evidence of a necessary

causahty Moreover, electncity/GNP decoupling has already unmistakably begun, but its onset has ingged that of
tat.r.gx/CNP decoupling becaun electncity saving technologies are newer and lus famihar than fuel saving
technologin. electricity using devices are more hkely to be bought by first-cost minimising third parties, wheems fuel-

using devicu are more likely to be bought by end-users sensitive to hfe-cycle cost; electrical prices are more severely
distorted than fuel prices (through bigger subsidies, promotional tanffs, and rolled in pncing aggravsted by long plant
Ifad timu); and higher fuel prices are felt fully by direct-fuel users but only in part, owing to dilution by fixed costs,
by electricity uurs.

26
H R. Hude & A B. Lovins, * Hiding the Tr.ie Costs of Energy Sources," wa'l Street hurent. p. 28,17 September

198s, summarising H R. Heede, "A Prehminary Anessment of Federal Ennsy Subsidies in FY1984,* RMI Pubhcation
W8s 7,29 pp , $20
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not get at least 80 times as much 1984 subsidy per nTu as efficiency and renewables
got, those strong competitors would be sweeping the market even more completely.

'

Strateric Imrdicarim

The efficiency revolution in hardware, impicmentation and financing methods, and
empirical esperience of what works has profound implications still unperceived by
many utility managers. For esampic.

e it is all right for a utility's sales to fall, as long as its costs fall by even more than
its revenues. Savings which cost less than marginal operating cost will always
achieve this. Demand shrinkage is nothing to be afraid of; a utility can make
more money at less risk selling less electricity, simply by sasing it cheaper than
making it-

o Official forecasts of demand shrinkage- so far confined, to my knowledge, to one
variant of BPA's 1984 2004 sales forecast--should soon become commonplace in
the electric business just as they did in the oil business. In both cases, pricing the
product out of the market causes sales and revenues to fall. And in both cases,
the way to regain lost markets is to cut costs and prices. Any widget
manufacturer understands this competitive balance; electricity manufacturers
will sooner or later come to understand it too.

e If it is cheaper to save electricity than to make it, a utility should buy savings re-
gardless of how rnuch overcapacity it has. The overcapacity represents a sunk cost;
only the marginal costs of operation are under the utility's control. No matter
what its reserve margin, negawatts should be bought and negative loads dis-
patched whenever savings beat existing plants in the merit order, for exactly the
same reason that a utility should accept a proferred contract to supply coal at 55
a ton or purchased power at four mills.

e The power marketing reflex is thus often exactly the wrong thing to do. Not only
does it generally cost more to make the extra power than it would cost to save it,
but the hoped for net system benefits may not even be realized. A recent exam-

27ple shows that marketing offpeak power (via electric heating) can maximize
2snot only system load factor, but also resenue requirements and rates ,

o Forecasting load and building to meet it is an obsolete and dangerous doctrine,
because it is financially too risky. Building decade-lead time, multi billion dollar
plants means playing You Bet Your Company that the ten year forecast will be
about right. In fact, demand is highly uncertain, and two factors, especially in
combination, make it even more uncertain: the efficiency revolution, and costly
new power plants, which raise rates and hence drive customers even faster
towards efficiency,

o Efficiency also means, however, that utility managers can confidently choose fu-
ture demand with enormous flexibility. Demand, after all, is not fate but choice,
not an inesitability to be helplessly adapted to, not a doom to be prophesied by
reading the entrails of forecasters (although that might be a good idea), but a

Newada Power Company's USAM simulation. Exa. 85-1 and 39, NPSC e 84 724,198s.

More precisely, of the six options which Nevada Power's consultants studied, shaving summer peak 10% while build-
ing winter (offpeak) load 10% yielded the highest 20 year prenent valued revenue requirement and the third highest
price per kW h sold, because the extre cost of additions! winter operation more than outweighed the spreading of fixed
costs over increased omles In contrast,' strategic conservation * (saving 10% in both summer Ens winter) yielded thet

lowest PVRR and rates of all six cases.

.
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policy variable to be influenced according to corporate and regulatory objectives.
(if demand suddenly spurts ahead of projections. the proper response as New
England Elcetric System recently showed--is not to rescrt to construction but
rather to intensify efforts to buy efficiency faster: it's sti:1 the best. and f astett,
bu)J Forcea!!irg. then. should be der.: to d:termin:. not how man:. p!nnts ts
build. but how fast and in what order to buy which savings.

e Reducing risk to an affordable level entails reducing the level and uncertainty of
demand, and reducing the unit cost of hedging against residual uncertainty by
buying only options which are small, fastro, and cheap precisely the qualities of
efficiency improvements. By following these commonsense criteria, utility man-
agers who (in Howard Allen's phrrte) "raanage by brokenfield running" can man-
age uncertainty so as to minimi:e regret. That is exactly what the best utility man.
agers are now doing. They are buying small power production (and efficiency)-

not only because it is cheaper than giant plants, but also because it is less risky.
Both cost and risk criteria dictate that the era of the big power plant is oser.
Efficiency plays three roles in that shift: more efficient end use of electricity
heightens the planning risks of central stations, renders the.m unnecessary and
uneconomic, and offers a least cost, low-risk replacement for them.

e Both risk management and cost minimizing criteria, then, dictate buying effi-
ciency instead of plants- not in addition to them- so that utilities can get the bene-
fits of savings witnout the costs and risks of the plants. The only thing worse
than getting both costs and benefits (since the former, as in TVA's case, can
swallow up the latter) is to get costs without benefits, as Comed and Middle.

South seem determined to do.

The trend towards efficiency, in short, i, market driven. Markets, however manifestly
imperfect, have a way of working sooner or later, whether we perceive them or not.
Electricity is costly; well designed efficiency is cheap. Therefore, customers will in-
creasingly want less electricity and more efficiency. Utilities which cater to this de-
mand will prosper. Those which ignore or fight it will f ail.

i

The efficiency revolution represents more, howeser, than a force that will inevitably
|

reorient utilitics' business towards helping their customers get the energy services they
want in the cheape:,t possible way. It also represents a vast pot of money which can be'

used to pay for past mistakes and make everyone whole. It creates " win win," *no-
losers" solutions to regulators' most vexing problems. For example:

e Abandoning a troubled power plant and buying efficiency instead because it
costs less than finishing and running (or just running) the plant can save enough
operating cost, in most cases, to pay off the plant's sunk costs while lowering the
rates. For example, if Comed abandoned the 2,210 MW Braidwood project and,

!

bought proven, commercially available, specifically enumerated efficiency im-
| provements which would deliver the same services to its customers Comed wouldI

.

Lead time is a key variable Los Alamos researchers have recently shown (LALP 1028s.MS, summarised by LALP-
84 54) that it is worth paying up to four times as much per kW for options with a sayear as with a Is-year lead time,
in order to achieve the same financNI objectives with similar levels of conf.dence Options with n 1-year lead time are

far more valuable still.

!

|

_. - ._.
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realize a net saving of probably 56 8+ billion That saving can repay to the

-
. 83

utility's investors every penny of the 53 billion they have spent on the plant,
while slashing the rates by probably 53 5+ billion in 1984 present value. Indeed,
rather than dragging out a costly a rid exhausting prudency hearing, the
Commission could swif tly stipuiste a S:ncrous les el of recovery of sunk costs.
and then offer Comed 'inecntisc recos cry up to a lesci comprisinc thosc coitt
plus perhaps a return on them. plus il horci a reward for being entreprencurtal,
Comed could keep (say) half of every dollar it sased, and flow through the
other half as current rate reductions. This would be simple, understandable,.
popular, and an incentive to both the utility and its customers to achieve the
savings.

e To the :xtent that power plants cause acid rain, the savings from marketing nega-
watts can also be used to abate acid rain. Rather than raising rates to pay for
putting diapers on dirty coal plants, a utility could install or finance supereffi-
cient lights, motors, and appliances. Its customers would then need less electricity
to do the same tasks, so the utility would burn less coal and emit less sulfur.
hiainly, though, everyone would save a lot of money, because efficiency costs less
than coal. Some of that saved mone) could then be used to clean up the dirty
plants- saving about three times as much SO as the Waxman Sikorsky bill
preposed-while the rest of the saving lowered t$e rates . Incidentally, the same33

technologies which can do this in (say) the Midwest are exactly the ones needed
for nc,-losers rescues of the utilities mired in Zimmer, Marb!c Hill, Midlar;d,Clinton, etc

e Sometimes both these kinds of problems can be addressed simultaneously. For ex-
ample. I have recently estimateds2 that substituting efficiency for completion of
Ontario Hydro's 3.5 GW Darlington nuclear plant could, in strict merit order,
displace that plant, plus all of the Province's coal fired plants (an important
source of intra Provincial sulfur emissions), plus probably some existing CANDU
capacity-and at the same time save on the order of C51.4 billion per year,
equivalent to about 60% of Hydro's gross interest payments.

Today, the aserage U.S. utility is still spending about a dellar per household per day
to build power plants which it acn't need, can't afford, and may not be able to payi

i for. Some utilities, pregnant with the construction equivalent of a 300 pound baby, are!

visibly violating Miss Piggy's Fourth Law ("Never try to eat more than you can lift");
l some borrow short term to pay dividends and even interest on prior borrowings. (Why'

should banks go to Argentina or Mexico to make involuntary loans when they can'

have the same thrills in New Hampshire?) Whether in Texas, Kansas, or Illinois, C&I
customers are stampeding from uncompetitive utility rates into wheeling and cogenera-
tion. And as we are treated to the spectacle of PSNH's petitioning rERC (unsuccess-
fully) to force municipal utilities to renew ruinous wholesale contracts, jurisdictions
from Arkansas to New Orleans to Chicago are brandishing their ultimate sanctions -

:

"I enginally showed this was $3 2 7.0+ bilhon (ref.13a, later corrected to $3 0 6 9b) in 1984 net present value.
i

! Comed, however, has since increased its cost estimates, and I have shown (ref 13b) that one Braidwood's worth of effi.
tiency actually costs only half as much as my original calculation had conservatively claimed.

Alternatively, the utihty could define an " environmental avoided cost * representing (say) the decremental value of
not installing a scrubber, then practice 'envaronmental dispatch * backing out the dartiest plants first even though
they may burn the cheapest fuel.

Testimony to Ontario select Committee on Energy,26 september 198s, based on efficiency. cost data from Comed
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, municipalization and franchise revocations to avoid having to pay for plants they,

don't want or need.

I do not believe, however, that these suicidal episodes defy happy endings, because the
savings available from efficiency investments are so large and so front loaded that
they can promptly pay off escryonc. Utilitics would buy the cheapest sasings first and
use them to back out the plants of highest operating cost first, so the spread between
what they saved and what it cost them to save it would begin at a maximum, then
gradually taper to zero as cost effective savings were exhausted over decades. The
utility's share of this cashflow would be used first to cover accruing ATUDC on aban-
doned sunk costs, then to pay down those costs on a schedule probably even faster
than traditional amortization. Such a procedure may be legal even in states (such as
New Hampshire and Ohio) which normally prohibit recovery of abandoned plants'
costs from ratepayers: the recovery in this case would be from savings, not from rate
hikes. Indeed, the utility would effectively become a declining cost industry, putting
its Commission back in the pleasant pre-1970 position of allocating savings rather than
costs. Nationally, those savings could in the 1990s exceed $50 billion per year.

In sum, there is an attractive way out of the seemingly intractable pickles into which
some utilities have gotten themselves, their investors, and their customers a waj out
that leaves no losers. As an astute official of one utility, mired in building a plant he
wishes he'd never heard of, recently remarked, *1f we finish the plant, we'll have to
pay for it; if we don't finish it, we'll still have to pay for it; but either way, we'd be
dumb to pay for it by raising the rates, because then we'd price ourselves out of the
market. All our customers would get more efficient, the big ones would leave, and we
could well wind up making less money. What we need to do is figure out how to pay
for the plant out of savings, so we can cut our costs, lower our rates, become more
competitive, and get our markets back." The knowledge of how to do that, and empiri-
cal proof that it can work, now exist. Megagoofs, even gigagoofs, are no longer
inescapable.

Dormo, ir imMira'inon

U.S. energy bills roughly 5420 billion in 1984 are about $150 billion per year lower
than they would have been at 1973 levels of end use efficiency. But if we were as ef-
ficient today as our competitors in western Europe are, we would save about an addi-
tional $200 billion per year -enough to balance the Federal budget. And if we bought
the cheapest options first for the next 15 years, the cumulative net savings by the year
2000 would be several trillion 1984 dollars -enough to pay off the National Debt.

Using electricity in a way that saves money is the most important single step we could
take to achieve these savings, both because electricity is the costliest form of energy -
Sc/kW h is equivalent in heat value to oil at nearly 5140/ bbl and because the utility
sector will otherwise continue to misallocate 525 40 billion of capital per year, starv-
ing all other sectors for dollars which they could invest more productively, and thus
losing the economy thousands of net jobs per GW. (For example, just in 1982, the
United States spent twice as much money building nuclear power plants, many of
which will never be finished, as it invested in the motor vehicle, iron, and steel indus-
tries combined. No wonder we have a Rustbelt!) That is why the least cost utility
resource planning for which Commissioner Wiel has eloquently testified before Con-
Bress on NARUC's behalf is an act not only of economic rationality and political
prudence but of simple patrictism.

I
l
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The contribution which electrical efficiency can make to this nation's prosperity andJ 33
~

security can perhaps best be illustrated, not by incomprehensibly big numbers, but in
- '

microcosm. Osage, Iowa has a population of about 3,800, and an innovatise municipal
| utility which helps people to weatherize their houses and to implement some basic

load management measures. These programs hase gisen that little utility three finan.
cial ads antages:

e it has retired all its debt. (I hear there was a bond burning party last Januar).)
e It has cut its rates four times in the past two and a half years. (Not counting

fuel cost passthroughs, real rates have fallen by half since 1976.)
e Most important, more than 51.6 million per year which formerly left Osage to buy

electricity and gas from out of-town, generally from out of state, now stays in
the local economy. That's more than $1.000 per household per year. Most of it is
spent and respent locally, supporting local jobs and creating local multipliers.

If a durable recovery on Wall Street has to start on Main Street 34, Osage is one small
example one of a great many- of how even the simplest "best buys first" policy helps
get that job done.

Thoughtful utility regulators who rigorously scrutinized capital budgets are now start-
ing to be seen, belatedly, as the saviors of utilities that were often slow to realize new
competitive realities. Now the second half of the task remains. Utility regulators, by
rewards, penalties, logic, and psychological support, can help utility managers through
the most difficult transition in their history- one which compels them to redefine for
their people not only corporate missions but also career goals and personal identities.

It is time to decide whether the efficiency revolution will be opposed or ignored- and
hence will quietly destroy utilitics' sales and price them ever further out of the mar-
ket-or whether utilities will grasp its unprecedented opportunities to reduce uncer-
tainty, manage risk, improve cashflow and coverage, multiply earnings by severalfold,

| secure long term market share, and enhan:e their (and your) popularity. The esents of
I the past > car have started to bear out the hopc I espressed to NARUC a year ago: that

"to help ratepayers get reliable servi: at least cost while utilities make more mone) at,

| less risk, regulators' challenge is to help remove utilities' barriers to market exit from
I what is no longer a commercially viable enterprise-generating and selling electricity

from large thermal power stations-and help instead to speed their entry as effective,
efficient competitors in the emerging energy service marketplace.*83

ooo

"Both economically and by reducing energy vulnerability: A.B. & L H. Lovme. B*ittle Pe=ee Eneerv *tratery fer
Natienst Seeurity. Bri:k House (Andover MA),1982. summarised in The Atla-tie MeatMv. November 1983, pp.118

! 126.

E
This is a theme of Rocky Mountain Institute's Economic Renewal Project-a comprehensive approach to creating

austa!nable local economies by stopping unnecessary leahe of dollars for imports that can be cost efrectively displaced,i

'

investing in oneself, supporting new business startups that use local resources more effectively, and recraiting the right
busineesee to yield net benefit Further information on the 'ER* Project is available on request.
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This is the 9th of June, 1986.
.-

John Runkle
Attorney at Law

*Coments on Imediate Effectiveness Review of Final Licensing Board
Decision and Request to Continue Stay Indefinitely only
**Above plus Appeal From Final Licensing Board Decision
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